Exploring the Dynamic Functional Landscape of Adenylate Kinase Modulated by Substrates.
Adenylate kinase (ADK) has been explored widely, through both experimental and theoretical studies. However, still less is known about how the functional dynamics of ADK is modulated explicitly by its natural substrates. Here, we report a quantitative study of the dynamic energy landscape for ADK responding to the substrate binding by integrating both experimental investigations and theoretical modeling. We make theoretical predictions which are in remarkable agreement with the single molecule experiments on the substrate-bound complex. With our combined models of ADK in its apo form, in the presence of AMP or ATP, and in complex with both substrates, we specifically address the following key questions: (1) Are there intermediate state(s) during their catalytic cycle and if so how many? (2) How many pathways are there along the open-to-closed transitions and what are their corresponding weights? (3) How do substrates influence the pathway weights and the stability of the intermediates? (4) Which lid's motion is rate-limiting along the turnover cycle, the NMP or the LID domain? Our models predict two major parallel stepwise pathways and two on-pathway intermediates which are denoted as IN (NMP domain open while LID domain closed) and IL (LID domain open and NMP domain closed), respectively. Further investigation of temperature effects suggests that the IN pathway is dominant at room temperature, but the IL pathway is dominant at the optimal temperature. This leads us to propose that the IL pathway is more dominant by entropy and IN pathway by enthalpy. Remarkably, our results show that even with maximum concentrations of natural substrates, ADK still fluctuates between multiple functional states, reflecting an intrinsic capability of large-scale conformational fluctuations which may be essential to its biological function. The results based on the dual-ligands model provide the theoretical validation of random bisubstrate biproducts (Bi-Bi) mechanism for the enzymatic reaction of ADK. Additionally, the pathway flux analysis strongly suggests that the motion of the NMP domain is the rate-determining step for the conformational cycle (opening and closing).